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             The subject of thesis regarded as one of the most 
interested subject, which did not focused by many scientific 
studies, especially if we know the importance of North Africa 
region as canter of interests  conflict between many Great super 
powers, especially  United States of America. Which decision 
makers in it's concerning with that is region in 1950s and after 
that is because crossing of interests among many powers like 
Union of Soviet, France, and Britain. 
    The continuity of interesting and influence of North Africa 
reflects upon the nature of International competion among Great 
powers, that's make study about that’s subject is more crucial, 
especially if we study the American role in region, which 
stamped the more important events which happened  in region. 

 

    So the period that followed the Cold era witness many 
political, economic, military and, security developments which 
pointed out the new era in International policy, which United 
States rise as the unitarily super power in International scene 
. 
The United States try to making the suitable policy which 
harmony with American attitudes towards the North of Africa. 
Needless to say that the conflict among International powers 
has been changed after September_ 11_ 2001, when the world 
enter a new epoch known as the war against terrorism.            
 That’s thesis based upon hypothesis concerning with the 
strategic importance of North Africa region lead the American 
decision makers to put the North of Africa as great priority as 
important region for American interests, And also that’s 
importance has been increased after end of cold war. 
                                              
    So that’s thesis classified into four chapter: first chapter 
dealing with Geo_Strategic importance of North Africa region 
in American attitude, while the second chapter dealing with 
motivations of American attitudes toward North of Africa, the 
third chapter dealing with tools which American used its 
toward North of Africa, in the fourth section concerning with 
role of competitive powers which can rivalry the movement of 
United States in that’s region.    
                                               
 
      Thesis depend upon more method to analysis the events 
and movements of United States and other powers, so the 
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historical approach was useful to know about historical 
succession of Geo_Strategic concept and defining other 
concepts which connected with its, while the description 
method was necessary to describe the Geo_Strategy. The 
analytical approach was necessary to study the most 
important motivation of United States toward North of Africa. 
Needless to say that statistic approach was useful to know the 
size of American investments, assistances, arms exchange, 
energy supplies, and demographical development rate in 
North of Africa. 
 
    The most important conclusions of that’s thesis dealing with 
fact that North Africa will not to be as closed region for 
American interests, indeed that’s many other powers like, 
China, and Russia, can play as competitive powers, and may be 
turn to axis rivalry United States in region. Thesis concludes 
that is rivalry may be turn into new Cold War or new 
International Conflict. In political analysis the competitive 
among International powers will not stay for long time, May 
be fall if the accord will be happen among interests of powers, 
or the conflict will rise and go up if the interests of Great 
powers  will be contradict.      

 


